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Experts: Tim Connor (Beta) 18, Mike

Powdrell (Montesa) 29, Steven

Berryman (Sherco) 46,

Charlie Woodward (Beta) 63, James

Grist (Beta) 64, Jolyon Walters (Beta) 79,

Gary Brown (TRS) 132.

Inters: Toby Smith (Beta) 4, Philip Wiffen

(Matchless) 13, Jim Howell (Beta) 26,

Jon Yendell (Beta) 29, Paul Heron

(Ossa) 59, Steve Brown (Beta) 60, Paul

Ray (James) 85, Peter Steer (Beta) 87,

Colin Grist (Gas Gas) 102.

Novices: Matthew Rowden (Beta) 21,

Steve Austin (Fantic) 50, Kevin Fishlock

(Gas Gas) 58.

Over 50: John Reeves (Beta) 28, John

Hopcroft (Beta) 86.

Twinshock: Elliott Tickner (Fantic) 6,

Lorenzo Timms (Honda) 42.

Pre 67: Martin Kemp (Greeves) 91.

Over 65: David Wiffen (Sherco) 11, Paul

Sims (Scorpa) 16.

Sportsmen: Graham Tickner (Sherco) 47,

Brian Cohen (Yamaha) 66.

Youth Novice: Max Agar (Beta) 36,

Sophie Bailey (Beta) 54, Thomas

Peckham (Oset) 124.

Youth Beginner: Rowan Stewart (Beta)

48, Josh Brown (Gas Gas) 136.

Tim Connor was in top form and rode extremely well to win

the expert class at the fourth round of the Club

Championship held at Hook Wood Trials Centre recently, he

had a clear winning margin over returnee Mike Powdrell

out on a new Montesa with Steven Berryman in third place.

Feet up rides by Tim at section 7 riding up a rock filled

gulley. We were disappointed with an entry of just 34 riders

at this popular venue, the course plotting team of Jon

Yendell and Jim Howell set out 10 sections in the mainly

bone dry conditions but still found a bit of mud to spice up

the going. After a very cold start the sun made an

appearance which made for nice riding conditions. Philip

Wiffen was out testing his Matchless ready for the following

weeks Pre 65 Scottish but had to settle for second place in

the Inter class behind Toby Smith with course plotters Jim

Howell and Jon Yendell separated by just 3 dabs. Nice

cleans by Toby at section 3 traversing the main gulley

where the water was dragged up the banks making them

very slippery. Just 3 riders entered the Novice class, the

clear win going to Matthew Rowden from Club Chairman

Steve Austin with Kevin Fishlock in third place, feet up rides

from Matthew at section 1 jumping over the logs up a

sandy bank. John Reeves was victorious in the Over 50 class

with John Hoptroff some distance behind in second place,

they both struggled at section 10 suitably named Rosie’s

Rocks. Elliott Tickner kept his total in single figure to triumph

in the twinshock class from Lorenzo Timms, Elliott was wheel

perfect at section 2 up and down the chalky banks. Martin

Kemp was out on his own in the Pre67 class and found the

going tough on his original Greeves. Making it a family

double Dave Wiffen had a narrow win in the Over 65 class

from Paul Sims, they both cleaned section 4 on each visit

dropping in a dry ditch and exiting up a rooty bank.

Graham Tickner was best Sportsman with Brian Cohen in

second place, the both found section 8 tough climbing up

around the rocks by the road. Max Agar won the Youth

Novice class from Sophie Bailey with Thomas Packham in

third place riding well on the sole Oset machine, feet up

rides from Max and Sophie at section 9 snaking up and

down a tree lined bank. Rowan Stewart rode really well to

win Youth Beginner with young Josh Brown struggling with

the tough going, nice cleans by Rowan twisting amongst

the logs at section 1. We would like to thank Jim and Elaine

Connor for the use of this excellent venue.



Thames Championship

Just 34 entries for round 4 of the club championship at Hook Woods, only 23

members which is a pity because it is an excellent venue. The next round is on May

21st at Butser Lime Works in Buriton, it is some distance down the A3 but now the

tunnel at Hindhead is open it makes for a quicker journey down. For those who

have not ridden there it is one not to be missed, the area is huge and there is some

real severe stuff in there but our course plotters will be sensible with the section

layouts.

Congratulations to the Hook Wood Trials

Club who won the Mamore Trophy at the

Scottish Six Days Trial, it’s awarded to the

best placed team of 3 riders from one

club; Sam Connor Jonny Starmer and

James Fry finished on 149 marks lost

collectively beating teams that included

the overall winner Dougie Lampkin.

Scottish Six Day Mamore 

Trophy

Star Group championship

The June Star Group round will see a

return to Frensham Vale on 11th; entries

need to be in by 4th to Jackie Allaway;

please try to enter so we can maintain

our lead in the Club Championship.


